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Trip Outfits Advisor: Location-Oriented Clothing
Recommendation

Xishan Zhang, Jia Jia, Ke Gao, Yongdong Zhang, Dongming Zhang, Jintao Li and Qi Tian

Abstract—When packing for a journey, have you ever asked ‘what clothes should I take with me?’ Wearing appropriate and
aesthetically pleasing clothing when traveling is a concern for many of us. Our data observation of photos from several popular travel
websites reveals that people’s choice of clothing items and their color combinations have strong correlations with the weather, the
season, and also the main type of attraction at the destination. This leads to an interesting and novel problem: can the correlation
between clothing and locations be automatically learned from social photos and leveraged for location-oriented clothing
recommendations? In this paper, we systematically study this problem and propose a hybrid multi-label convolutional neural network
combined with the support vector machine (mCNN-SVM) approach to capture the intrinsic and complex correlations between clothing
attributes and location attributes. Specifically, we adapt the CNN architecture to multi-label learning and fine-tune it using each
fine-grained clothing item. Then, the recognized items are fed to the SVM to learn the correlations. Experiments on three fashion
datasets and a benchmark Journey Outfit Dataset show that our proposed approach outperforms several baselines by over
10.52-16.38% in terms of the mAP for clothing item recognition and outperforms several alternative methods by over 9.59-29.41% in
terms of the mAP when ranking clothing by appropriateness for travel destinations. Finally, an interesting case study demonstrates the
effectiveness of our method by answering what items to wear, how to match them, and how to dress in an aesthetically pleasing
manner for a journey.

Index Terms—Fashion analysis, Clothing recommendation, Location-based multimedia system.
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1 INTRODUCTION

WHEN packing for a journey, choosing appropriate and
aesthetically pleasing clothing is a concern for many

of us. How do we dress appropriately? We usually consider
the weather, the season and also the main attraction type
(i.e., cultural heritage, human landscape, or natural scenery)
of the destinations. For example, wearing a scarf is recom-
mended in the Sahara Desert because it has strong winds
during the peak travel season. Moreover, visitors are not al-
lowed to enter Angkor Wat wearing skirts or shorts because
bare legs are disrespectful, and it is a religious temple. How
do we dress in an aesthetically pleasing manner? In addition
to sizes and shapes, which are considered when buying the
clothes, we could further consider the visual match between
the foreground clothing and the background scenery. For
example, it is more attractive to wear bright color clothing
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in front of dark scenery such as Angkor Wat, as shown in
Figure 1. Currently, an increasing number of travel websites
(e.g., tripadvisor.com, mafengwo.com, chanyouji.com, etc.)
allow people to share their trip photos and are gaining
increasing popularity. The worldwide travel site TripAd-
visor found that more than 76 percent of travelers will
share travel experiences via photos on social networks1.
The large number of online photos actually provides ample
and excellent references that travelers can use to plan their
trips; people can vividly imagine which of their clothes will
be appropriate and beautiful by exploring travel photos of
their destinations. This leads to a novel problem: can we
automatically learn the correlation between clothing and
location from photos shared on travel websites? Studying
the problem may benefit many applications such as location-
oriented clothing recommendations.

Fulfilling this task is extremely challenging. 1) Location
attribute definition. There is no existing detailed investiga-
tion into or clear definition of the location attributes that
are closely related to appropriate and aesthetic dress. Some
pioneering works [1], [2] have demonstrated the strong
correlation between location and fashionability. However,
they often ignore the discrepant (e.g., temperature, weather,
etc.) and quantized descriptions of those correlations. As a
result, only a rough fashion score at the whole country level
was given. 2) Intrinsic correlation mining. It is difficult
to capture and model the intrinsic relationship between
people’s dress and specific locations. Most existing fashion
analysis works focus on the correlation between fashion
items only. For example, Jagadeesh et al. [2], [3] learned

1. http://www.tripadvisor.com/PressCenter-c7-
Survey Insights.html
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the proposed mCNN-SVM approach (in black box) and its application (in red box).

Fig. 1: Different dressing styles at different destinations.

the matching rules between different fashion items, and Liu
et al. [4] considered the correlation between upper body
and lower body. Meanwhile, learning correlations heavily
depends on clothing recognition accuracy [4], [5], [6]. De-
spite recent advances in generic object recognition, there are
relatively few studies focusing on fine-grained fashion item
recognition (i.e., sweaters, cardigans). 3) Practical applica-
tion. How to incorporate location information into an actual
clothing recommendation system is still worth studying.
Previous works [2], [4] generally used data-driven methods
to recommend interdependent clothing items. However,
as dress is quite personal, there is no universally correct
criterion for an aesthetic match. Thus, providing different
styles and color options for different people according to
their preferences and location characteristics continues to be

a problem.
In this paper, we first conduct a thorough data obser-

vation on photos from several international travel websites
(i.e., Mafengwo.com and Chanyouji.com) to determine the
location attributes that influence dress. Based on the ob-
servations, four types of location attributes, ‘Climate:Season’,
‘Climate:Weather’, ‘Attraction:Type’, and ‘Attraction:Color’, are
defined. Then we propose a hybrid multi-label convolu-
tional neural network combined with the support vector
machine (mCNN-SVM) approach to formulate the complex
correlation between clothing and location attributes. The
flowchart is shown in Figure 2. Specifically, we advance
the CNN into a multi-label strategy and use it to recognize
53 fine-grained clothing items [5] by exploring the label
correlation and considering the uneven distribution of cloth-
ing items. The structured SVM is adopted to discover the
correlation between the location and the clothing attributes
by learning the pairwise co-occurrence. Experiments on
three fashion datasets (i.e., Fashionista [7], CCP [8], Colorful-
Fashion [9]) and a benchmark Journey Outfit Dataset show
that our proposed approach outperforms several baselines
by between 10.52-16.38% in terms of mean Average Preci-
sion (mAP) on clothing item recognition and outperform-
s several alternative methods by between 9.59-29.41% in
terms of mAP on the appropriateness of clothing for travel
destinations. This further demonstrates that our proposed
approach is both classic and effective. Finally, an interesting
case study on location-oriented clothing recommendations
is presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method
for determining what items to wear, how to match items,
and how to dress in an aesthetically pleasing manner.

The main contributions of this paper are three-fold:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time
that the correlation between clothing and location
has automatically been learned from online travel
photos. Unlike existing fashion analysis works [1],
[2], [4], which are only based on clothing analysis,
this work is the first to identify and leverage location-
related attributes in the field of fashion analysis.
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TABLE 1: Clothing attributes

Clothing Item [5] Clothing Color

accessories bag belt blazer blouse bodysuit boots bikini top bracelet

color theme

cape cardigan clogs coat dress earrings flats glasses gloves
hat heels intimate jacket jeans jumper leggings loafers necklace

pants pumps purse ring romper sandals scarf shirt shoes
shorts skirt sneakers socks stockings suit sunglasses sweater sweatshirt
t-shirt tie tights top vest wallet watch wedges

TABLE 2: Location attributes

Climate:Season Climate:Weather Attraction:Type Attraction:Color

spring summer autumn wind rain scorching cultural heritage human landscape color theme
winter dry wet cold hot natural scenery

• We propose a hybrid mCNN-SVM approach to boost
attribute extraction and explicitly formulate the cor-
relation between clothing and location. The pro-
posed mCNN fully explores the uneven distribu-
tion of clothing attributes, while the structured SVM
explores the intrinsic clothing-location correlation
based on well-defined location attributes.

• We construct a benchmark dataset for location-
oriented clothing recommendations. This Journey
Outfit Dataset contains 3,392 traveler images with
annotations for 14 travel destinations. Meanwhile,
we have released the data together with the code 2.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses related work. Section 3 presents the data observa-
tions. Section 4 formulates the problem. Section 5 proposes
the clothing-location correlation learning. Section 6 reports
the experimental results and the case study, followed by the
conclusion in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the related work in three areas:
fashion analysis, clothing recognition (which is the basis for
fashion analysis), and location-aware multimedia systems.

Fashion analysis: There has been increasing attention
given to fashion analysis from the multimedia and computer
vision communities. The notion of style and fashion is
usually studied considering visual features such as clothing
parsing [5], [6], clothing retrieval [10], [11], and clothing
recommendations [2], [11], [12]. Little research has been
devoted to introducing scenario-based attributes into fash-
ion analysis. The pioneering work [4] considers occasions
in dressing. However, there are few studies introducing
the location attributes of travel destinations into fashion
analysis. Meanwhile, the availability of enormous numbers
of social images has immense potential to shift the research
focus from low-level tasks to novel research topics relating
to higher-level semantic analysis, such as personal style
analysis [3], [13] and fashionability prediction [1], [14], [15],
[16]. The closest work to ours is scenario-oriented clothing
recommendations [4]. However, in these works, the aes-
thetic rules for dressing are constrained to clothing items

2. http://pan.baidu.com/s/1i47rFJB

only. In our scenario, we consider clothing when traveling
to a specific scenic spot, which enables us to offer a global
aesthetic matching rule between clothing and the distinct
visual scenery.

Clothing recognition: The general object recognition
algorithms can be roughly categorized into two types. The
first is based on a deformable part model. For clothing
recognition, typical methods [5], [8] recognize 53 fine-
grained clothing items and demand expensive annotations
for human poses and clothing locations, which hinder their
training on weakly labeled large fashion datasets. The sec-
ond type is convolutional neural network- (CNN-) based
methods, which naturally fit large training datasets. Most
works assume a single object in the image [11], [17] and re-
duce the clothing item categories to fewer (i.e., 11, 18) super-
categories [11], [18]. The most closely related work that
recognizes multi-objects using CNN is Oquab’s work [19],
which focuses on general objects. However, the recognition
of a clothing category is more challenging because of the
large number of fine-grained clothing categories. In our
scenario, fine-grained categories are needed for location-
oriented clothing recommendations. Though it is hard to
distinguish ‘sandal’ from ‘heel’, we demand accurate recog-
nition of these shoes because they suit different destinations.

Location-aware multimedia systems: The vast amount
of geo-tagged photos shared on social networks enable
novel multimedia systems such as location recommenda-
tions [20], route-based travel recommendations [21], [22],
[23] and landmark recognition [24], [25]. A recent survey
of location-based recommendations can be found in [26].
Among these works, various types of geo-based data are
investigated: GPS trajectories [21], check-ins [21], [23], and
geo-tagged photos [20], [27]. As the GPS trajectory is rela-
tively difficult to obtain [20], recent works identify points
of interest (POI) from user-generated photos [28] or discov-
er geo-informative attributes for location recognition [25].
There are few works jointly considering humans’ clothing
in location analysis [1], [2], [29]. Some pioneering works [1],
[2] rate the fashionability score for different locations. For
example, [1] focuses on a general country-level fashion
analysis. Others [29] jointly considered the location and
clothes to capture additional facial attribute features. Our
work aims to extend fashion analysis to the fine-grained
city level using the tagged photos from travel websites.
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3 DATA OBSERVATION

Before learning the correlation between clothing attributes
and location attributes, we first conduct a series of data
observations to reveal its existence and to further verify the
feasibility of our task. We adopt two datasets: 1) the Paper
Doll Dataset [5], which contains 339,797 fashion photos
with annotations of clothing attributes listed in Table 1.
(c.f. Section 6 for more details of the dataset) and 2) the
Journey Scene Dataset, which contains 7,674 photos from
two worldwide travel websites (i.e., mafengwo.com and
chanyouji.com) with annotations of location attributes for 14
destinations listed in Table 2. The 14 destinations are listed
in Table 3. Note that unlike the Journey Outfit Dataset in
Section 6, we do not impose restrictions on human presence
in the Journey Scene Dataset. Based on these two datasets,
we conduct four observations.

Fig. 3: The frequently matched clothing item pairs (black
blocks) learned from the Paper Doll Dataset.

Observation 1. The co-occurrence of clothing items. We
show the statistics on the co-occurrence of clothing items in
the Paper Doll Dataset. The normalized co-occurrence [30]
is defined as N (ci,cj)

N (ci)×N (cj)
, in which N (ci) counts the occur-

rence of the clothing item ci, and N (ci, cj) counts the co-
occurrence of ci and cj . The black color in Figure 3 shows
the top 200 highly correlated clothing item pairs among
all of the 53 × 53 pairs. For example, the top pairs are
bag and dress, shorts and t-shirt, dress and sandals. The
co-occurrence of clothing items is in accordance with our
daily dressing habits, which verifies the rationality of the
definition of clothing attributes.

Observation 2. The clustering of destinations. We use
the four types of location attributes defined in Table 2 as
the clustering features to show the embedding of the loca-
tions in attribute space. In particular, PCA and k-means are
applied to the concatenation of the location attributes, and
we visualize the first two principle components after PCA
in Figure 4. For example, the red points represent a cluster
for Southeast Asia. The blue points represent a cluster for
higher latitude locations with cold weather and four clear
seasons. The orange points represent some cities that enjoy
famous human landscapes. Therefore, the definitions of
location attributes in Table 2 perfectly reveal the similari-
ty among different destinations and reflect discrimination
between destinations, which verifies the rationality of the
definition of location attributes.

Sanya
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Angkor

Chiangmai

Grand Canyon 
Snow Town Tibet

Lugu Lake

Paris

HK Oia Hangzhou

Fig. 4: The clusters reflect defined location attributes that
provide a reasonable similarity measurement for 14 destina-
tions.
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Fig. 5: The different color distribution of different destina-
tions.

Observation 3. The correlation between clothing
items and location attributes (‘Climate:Season’, ‘Cli-
mate:Weather’, and ‘Attraction:Type’). The strong corre-
lation between clothing items and ‘Climate:Season’, ‘Cli-
mate:Weather’, ‘Attraction:Type’ is in accordance with com-
mon sense. In Figure 1, it is apparent that people wear
warmer clothing (e.g., coat, scarf) at high altitudes and
latitudes such as Tibet. Using some well-defined location
attributes instead of city names alone, we will impose high-
level intuitions in the formulation of real world problems.

Observation 4. The correlation between clothing colors
and location colors. Different locations have unique scenery.
We use the attraction color extracted from the Journey Scene
Dataset to investigate the color distribution in 14 different
destinations. Figure 5 shows a color histogram based on 11
color names [31]. The color distribution is quite different for
the 14 destinations. For example, in Angkor, the black color
appears frequently. In order to take fabulous photos during
a journey, the selected outfits should also be compatible with
the location’s visual appearance.

Summary. Based on the observations above, we have the
following intuitions:

• Clothing attributes and location attributes do show a
strong correlation, which supports the motivation of
this work.

• The ‘Climate:Season’, ‘Climate:Weather’, and ‘Attrac-
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tion: Type’ will influence the traveler’s appropriate
choice of clothing items.

• The ‘Attraction:Color’ will influence the traveler’s aes-
thetic choice of clothing color.

4 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Our goal is to derive the correlation between the clothing
and the location. Each image sample is represented by
(x, c, l, y), where x is the image visual content; c = (cv, ca)
and l = (lv, la) denote the clothing and location attributes,
respectively; and y denotes the different destinations.

Definition 1. Clothing attributes c = (cv, ca). The details
of clothing attributes are summarized in Table 1. cv is the
clothing color. ca = (ca1

, ca2
, ..., ca53

) with (|ca| = 53) is
the clothing item vector, whose each dimension shows the
presence/absence of a specific clothing item in the photo.

Definition 2. Location attributes l = (lv, la). The details
of location attributes are summarized in Table 2. lv is the
‘Attraction: Color’. la with |la| = 14 being the vector com-
prising ‘Climate: Season’, ‘Climate: Weather’ and ‘Attraction:
Type’. For example, the travel season for Angkor is the dry
season, and it is hot and always raining. People enjoy the
cultural heritage and natural scenery there. Therefore, for
this specific location, la = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1).

Learning task. We aim to learn the correlation between
location and clothing attributes. In particular, a score func-
tion gw : X ×Y → R models the correlations, and the model
parameter w in the function gw(x, c, l, y) = wT Φ(x, c, l, y)
tends to assign the highest score to the most suitable cloth-
ing items ca appearing in the given image x for location
y. It also simultaneously considers the location attributes
assignment la. In application, gw is used to recommend
the most suitable clothing items and clothing colors given
location y. As a linear model, this is similar to feature
ranking or feature selection [32], [33] in Linear Support
Vector Machines.

5 CLOTHING-LOCATION CORRELATION LEARNING

An overview of our system is shown in Figure 2. Note
that the images from the location-based social network have
no annotations about clothing attributes, and the location
attribute assignment for a specific place does not reflect the
true situation for all images of the same place. To flexibly
make use of the travel photos, we assume neither clothing
annotation nor complete location attribute labels for the
training images. The entire model is formed as a hierarchical
structure. We need to recognize clothing attributes from the
images and then predict the location attributes. Last, we
use the combined information to determine the dress for
a specific location. We define the probability p(y, c, l|x) of
matching clothing and location assignments to image x, and
it is given by Eq. 1,

p(y, c, l|x,w) ∝ exp(wT Φ(x, c, l, y)) (1)

We make use of the insights from the data observation to
analyze the problem components in designing the potential
function. The potential Φ(x, c, l, y) consists of four potential
parts as given in Eq. 2,

wT Φ(x, c, l, y) = w1ϕ1(x, ca) + w2ϕ2(ca, ca)

+w3ϕ3(x, ca, la) + w4ϕ4(x, cv, lv)
(2)

We now explain each potential in detail:
Clothing item potential. w1ϕ1(x, ca): This potential

function ϕ1(x, ca) ∈ R|ca| determines the occurrence
of each clothing item cai

from image x. A pre-trained
image-clothing classifier, denoted as mCNN, that leverages
deep learning is used to construct these unary factors,
ϕ
(i)
1 (x, cai

) = f
cai
i (x) (c.f. Section 5.1 for details). Note that

we learn different sets of weights for each location class.
Pairwise clothing item potential. w2ϕ2(ca, ca): This

potential reflects the co-occurrence of different clothing
items in location y. We only consider the top m frequently
matched pairs as shown in black color in Figure 3. w2 ∈
R|m| is the weight for joint clothing pair assignment to an
image x in location y. In this way, we generate the location-
specific frequently matched pairs. For example, ‘bikini top’
and ‘shorts’ frequently appear at the sunny beach area of
‘Sanya’.

Location potential. w3ϕ3(x, ca, la): This potential func-
tion ϕ3(x, ca, la) determines each lai

based on a person
wearing ca in image x. Therefore, this potential function
implies the correlation between la and ca. The value of
the location potential is the confidence score produced by
a location attribute detector f

lai
i (x, ca) (c.f. Section 5.2 for

details).
Global appearance potential. w4ϕ4(x, cv, lv): This po-

tential is the concatenation of the visual features, including
generic feature x, attraction color lv and clothing color
cv . The parameters w4 model the aesthetic match between
attraction color lv and clothing color cv .

5.1 Clothing item recognition
In this section, we focus on predicting accurate image-
level labels indicating the presence/absence of clothing
item f

cai
i (x). Inspired by the huge success of convolutional

neural networks (CNNs) [17], we develop an end-to-end
learning method from image-level labels. In our scenario,
multiple clothing items appear in one image, and we have
no clothing-location information. To adapt CNN architec-
ture to multi-label clothing learning, we focus on two is-
sues. First, we expect that the information for one clothing
item should be helpful for the learning of other items, so
exploiting clothing item correlation is important for multi-
label learning. Second, positive training examples for some
rare items (e.g., gloves, loafers) are quite limited compared
to other commonly occurring items (e.g., dresses) because
of the highly uneven distribution of clothing items. To
solve these problems, training our clothing item recognition
network, denoted as mCNN, requires two stages: multi-
label pre-training and single category fine-tuning, as shown
in Figure 6.

In multi-label pre-training, we consider AlexNet [17] as
our basic architecture. A straightforward solution to multi-
label learning is to decompose the problem into a series of
binary classifications. However, such a solution neglects the
fact that recognition of one label may be helpful for learning
other labels, for example ‘shorts’ and ‘bikini top’ frequently
co-occur. Inspired by the idea of the local label correlations,
we minimize the Euclidean loss between the multi-label
ground truth and the prediction as in [34],

`(fca(x), ca) = ‖fca(x)− ca‖22 = ‖WT z− ca‖22 (3)
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Fig. 6: The multiple clothing item recognition convolutional neural networks (mCNN).

where fca(x) is the output of the network for the input
image; x and ca are the clothing labels annotated on image
cai ∈ {0, 1}; z = (z1, z2, ..., z4096)T represents the feature
extracted on the penultimate layer; and W = (wij)4096×53
represents the weights between the last two layers. The
instances can be separated into different groups, and each
group shares a subset of label correlations. For example, as
shown in Figure 6, each row Wi = (wi1, wi2, ...wi53) learns
a subset of frequently co-occurring labels, and zi encodes
the local influence of label correlations on the input instance.
The implementation of the last fully connected layer in the
mCNN network is formulated as:

WT z =
4096∑
i=1

ziW
T
i (4)

As all of the categories are considered jointly when minimiz-
ing the loss, we can learn the subsets of label correlations
Wi and search for a linear combination of Wi for each
instance. The optimal coefficients in the linear combination
are the transformed feature value z. As instances with
similar annotations are expected to have similar linear com-
binations, the learned visual representations z should be
similar. By tuning the overlap of the shared hidden state
distribution, the network captures the intrinsic structure
among training samples in both feature space and label
space, thus modeling feature and label correlations.

However, for some small items (e.g., gloves, loafers) with
fewer positive instances, when using the above architecture,
the recognition decision is taken primarily based on the label

correlation and not on the true appearance and position of
the clothing items [19]. Therefore, we fine-tune the network,
which records the label correlations, for each clothing cate-
gory to learn the category-specific features z and classifiers
W. Binary logistic regression loss is used to fine-tune the
networks,

`(f cai(x), cai) = log(1 + e−caif
cai (x)) (5)

As a result, the convolutional networks are able to focus on
accurately positioning each item (c.f. Section 6 and Figure 7
for more examples). Although there are improvements for
each category, the small items benefit the most. Due to the
uneven distribution of clothing labels, we fine-tune for dif-
ferent iterations. For some categories with positive instances
over 10,000, more iterations (10,000 iterations) are needed
to learn the large intra-class variances. For categories with
positive instances below 10,000, we train for 500 iterations,
in case of over-fitting. The trained model for each class has
been released 3.

5.2 Location attribute learning
In this section, we focus on location attribute detector
f
lai
i (x, ca), which is denoted as LocationC. The recognition

of each lai
is based on the visual feature x extracted from the

human area and the clothing items ca as learned in Section
5.1. Therefore, we guarantee that the location attributes are
inferred only from what humans are wearing and not from

3. http://pan.baidu.com/s/1i47rFJB
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Algorithm 1 Clothing-location correlation learning

Input: (x1, y1), ..., (xN , yN ), N is the number of training
samples
Output: Learned weight vector w

1: for i = 1, 2, ..., N do
2: learning clothing items ϕ1(xi, cia) = fci

a(xi)
3: learning location attributes ϕ2(x

i,cia,l
i
a)=f l

a(xi,cia)
4: end for
5: repeat
6: wt = wt−1
7: for i = 1, 2, ..., N do
8: ŷi = maxŷi wT

t Φ(xi, ci, li, ŷi)
9: end for

10: update wt+1 using Eq. (6)
11: until wt+1 −wt < ε

the background scenes. In this work, we choose SVM as
our location attribute detector model, and LIBLINEAR 4 is
used to implement it. In SVM training, the location attribute
labels should be lai

∈ {−1, 1}, so in testing the outputs, lai

are also in the range of [−1, 1], and we normalize them into
[0, 1] as the final location potential.

5.3 Large margin learning

The whole procedure for training the clothing-location cor-
relation learning model is outlined in Algorithm 1. First,
we train independent per-node classifiers for clothing and
location attributes fca , f la (c.f. Section 5.1 for details of fca

and Section 5.2 for details of f la ). Then, the outputs of these
classifiers are used as feature maps ϕ1(xi, cia), ϕ2(xi, cia, l

i
a).

The potential function Φ(x, c, l, y) is constructed based on
Eq. 2. We use a standard structural SVM to solve the margin-
based parameter learning problem [35],

wt+1 = arg min
w
{‖wt‖22 + C

N∑
i=1

{max
ŷi

[∆(yi, ŷi)

+wT
t Φ(xi, ci, li, ŷi)]−wT

t Φ(xi, ci, li, yi)}},
(6)

where ŷi = maxŷi wT
t Φ(xi, ci, li, ŷi) with a zero-one loss,

∆(yi, ŷi) =

{
0, if yi = ŷi

1, otherwise

This optimization problem can be solved efficiently using
the cutting-plane method [36] 5. In optimizing Equation
6, model parameters w tend to assign the highest score
to the most suitable clothing for a location y, so the pa-
rameters reflect the clothing-location correlation naturally.
In the analysis of the learned w, we can clearly know
the most suitable clothing item and clothing pairs for a
specific location y. After learning, based on image content
x and learned parameter w, we can obtain the location
probability p(y, c, l|x,w) and the location-based clothing
image ranking. The higher this output probability is, the
more appropriate these outfits are for this location y.

4. https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear/
5. https://vision.princeton.edu/pvt/OnlineStructuralSVM/

TABLE 3: Journey Outfit (JO) dataset

Location Country Num of images

Tibet China 346
Lugu Lake China 325
Dunhuang China 277
Snow Town China 204
Hangzhou China 247

Sanya China 276
Chaka(salt lake) China 219

Angor Cambodia 214
Oia Greece 239

Chiengmai Thailand 188
Nepal Nepal 200

Grand Canyon U.S.A. 180
Paris France 233
Kyoto Japan 244

6 EXPERIMENTS

6.1 Dataset and Features
6.1.1 Dataset
Clothing Recognition Datasets. This is a combination of
four published clothing datasets and provides annotation
for clothing items. The first is the Paper Doll Dataset [5],
which contains 339,797 photos with annotations for 53 cloth-
ing items listed in Table 1. The second is the Fashionista
Dataset [7]. It provides 685 images from the same source as
the Paper Doll Dataset, and it has fully parsed images with
53 labels. The third is the Colorful-Fashion Dataset [9]. This
dataset provides 2,682 images, and it annotates 20 labels (a
subset of 53 labels). The fourth is the CCP Dataset [8]. This
dataset provides 2,098 images and provides annotation of
all 53 labels.

Journey Outfit Dataset. We establish a benchmark
dataset, the Journey Outfit (JO) Dataset, which consists
of travel images from online travel review websites (e.g.,
mafengwo.com and chanyouji.com). This dataset contains
3,392 photos with various people wearing clothing in differ-
ent scenery with ground truth annotation for 14 locations.
We only select photos that are favored by many users,
which guarantees the appropriacy of dress in the photos.
To study the visual features in the foreground dress and
background scenery separately, we run a state-of-the-art
human detector [5] to automatically select photos with only
one person. The details for the number of images for each
location are shown in Table 3. We randomly split the images
for each location into three subsets: 40% for learning location
attributes (JO Train-1), 40% for learning clothing-location
correlation (JO Train-2) and 20% for testing (JO Test).

6.1.2 Features
Visual Features. The visual features include generic features
x, attraction color lv and clothing color cv . For generic
visual features, we adopt a 4,096 dimensional Decaf CNN
features [39] extracted from the human area of the photos.
This is fed as the input of the proposed clothing-location cor-
relation learning to compute the location potential and the
global appearance potential. For color features, we extract
five dominant colors [40] from both the human area (cv) and
the background scenery area (lv) and use color names [41]
to quantify the color space into 50 base colors, denoted as
the color theme. We use the color names [41] because they
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TABLE 4: Clothing item recognition performance on three datasets.

dataset MIMLWEL [37] MLLOC [38] Paper Doll [5] CNN [17] mCNN

Fashionista [7]
macro-F 0.1616 0.1217 0.1700 0.1377 0.3169

mAP 0.2016 0.1776 0.2468 0.2479 0.4117
AUC 0.6015 0.5318 0.6345 0.6263 0.8013

Colorful-Fashion [9]
macro-F 0.4404 0.3995 0.5416 0.3763 0.6073

mAP 0.4083 0.3532 0.5620 0.5149 0.7037
AUC 0.6988 0.6058 0.7896 0.7666 0.8969

CCP [8]
macro-F 0.1931 0.1673 0.1330 0.1118 0.2251

mAP 0.2013 0.1845 0.1762 0.2099 0.3151
AUC 0.6158 0.5304 0.5890 0.5911 0.7405

are robust to illumination. The color feature will be used to
compute the global appearance potential.

Text Feature. The ‘Climate:Season’, ‘Climate:Weather’ and
‘Attraction:Type’ are crawled from web pages introducing the
destinations on travel websites (i.e., mafengwo.com).

6.2 Experimental Setup and Results
The whole clothing-location correlation learning approach
is formed as a hierarchical structure, with the clothing item
potential and location potential as its main components.
Therefore, we evaluate at three stages: clothing item recog-
nition, location attribute learning and the clothing-location
correlation learning as reflected by the location-based cloth-
ing ranking.

6.2.1 Clothing item recognition
This experiment aims to evaluate the clothing item potential
as illustrated in Section 5.1. We make use of the Paper Doll
Dataset for clothing item recognition. The dataset is split
into 9 folds for training and 1 fold for validation. In pre-
training, we use all 53 clothing item labels to supervise the
training of a unified network (learning rate 0.01, momen-
tum 0.9). In fine-tuning, we train 53 category-independent
networks. We then monitor using the validation set to deter-
mine when to stop training for each category. We compare
four methods for the Clothing Recognition Dataset:

1) MIMLWEL [37]: the multi-label learning method as-
sumes that the untagged labels are not necessarily
negative;

2) MLLOC [38]: the multi-label learning method ex-
ploits label correlations;

3) Paper Doll6 [5]: the clothing recognition method
explores the K nearest neighbors in the large Paper
Doll Dataset;

4) CNN [17]: the state-of-the-art convolutional neural
network (AlexNet) uses the multi-label loss function
(Euclidean loss) and is similar to the pre-training step
in our mCNN.

We evaluate the performances using three common
multi-label criteria [42]: Macro-F, mean Average Precision
(mAP) and AUC. Detailed definitions of these can be found
in [42].

Table 4 lists the clothing recognition results for the Cloth-
ing Recognition Dataset. Clearly, mCNN outperforms the

6. http://vision.is.tohoku.ac.jp/~kyamagu/research/paperdoll/

other methods. On average, our method achieves a 10.52-
16.38% improvement in terms of mAP. In particular, for
the Fashionista Dataset, which has 53 fine-grained classes,
we obtain a 86%-163% improvement in terms of macro-F,
indicating that our method offers strong improvement over
those fine-grained classes with low occurrence.

The MIMLWEL and MLLOC, as traditional shallow
learning algorithms, are trained using the training splits of
each clothing dataset without using the larger Paper Doll
Dataset, thus leading to relatively poor performance. Due
to the large deformation of clothing, the intra-class variance
is large, so it is generally beneficial to use a larger training
dataset.

Our mCNN contains two steps: pre-training(CNN [17])
and fine-tuning. In Table 5, we compare the overall results
from using only the multi-label pre-training method (CNN)
without fine-tuning and using the method without pre-
training and only fine-tuned on the ImageNet CNN model.
Both the fine-tuning method and our method show great im-
provement for small items such as ‘sandals’ and ‘sunglass-
es’. For example, we have a 161% relative improvement over
the pre-training CNN method for recognizing ‘gloves’ and
a 104% relative improvement over the Paper Doll method
for recognizing ‘stockings’. This is because after fine-tuning
for each category, the lower layers of the networks can
focus on the appearance and position of each clothing item
more precisely. As shown in Figure 7, we use the method
in [43] to visualize the feature maps for pre-training CNN
and mCNN. It is clear that we locate small objects such as
‘belt’ and ‘boots’ more accurately. Moreover, our mCNN
shows great improvement for infrequently occurring cate-
gories such as ‘clogs’ and ‘tie’ compared to the fine-tuning
method alone. Data imbalance is a big problem in multi-
label classification. For example, in the Paper Doll Dataset,
there are 127,028 positive instances of dress, but only 2,364
positive instances of clogs and 2,070 positive instances of tie.
The great improvements in identifying these infrequently
occurring categories indicate that our pre-training method,
which explores the multi-label correlations, is helpful for
training, especially with fewer positive instances. Note that
the original CNN method (our pre-training method) is good
for recognizing large and general clothing items such as
‘pants’ and ‘dress’.

6.2.2 Location attributes learning
This experiment aims to evaluate the location potential as
illustrated in Section 5.2. We make use of the Journey Outfit
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TABLE 6: The mined correlation between location attributes and clothing attributes

winter LocationC coat boots dress sweater scarf
Paper Doll [5] bikini top sweatshirt tie bodysuit socks

summer LocationC sunglasses bodysuit jeans loafers glasses
Paper Doll [5] shoes jeans jacket top boots

scorching LocationC bodysuit sunglasses hat shorts sandals
Paper Doll [5] shoes dress shirt skirt jeans

boots LocationC cold wind winter rain culture heritage
Paper Doll [5] natural scenery cold summer hot winter

sandals LocationC wet season natural scenery hot dry season scorching
Paper Doll [5] wet season dry season rain wind winter

jacket LocationC rain culture heritage spring dry season wind
Paper Doll [5] summer cold natural scenery autumn winter

TABLE 5: Per-category recognition performance in term of
Average Precision (%) on CCP dataset

Paper Doll [5] pre-training fine-tuning mCNN
(CNN [17])

clogs 1.44 2.04 4.83 11.68
gloves 5.42 8.37 11.80 30.81
loafers 5.93 4.40 7.78 26.54
tie 7.57 9.35 11.64 36.58
sandals 19.59 15.69 38.75 48.48
sunglasses 36.33 34.46 69.62 94.20
stockings 18.58 13.16 29.41 37.89

top 12.23 14.41 12.24 11.96
pants 53.65 82.91 74.99 81.66
dress 47.36 61.10 51.08 60.75
accessories 20.27 21.46 17.19 19.27

bag=0.31 pants=0.48

bag=0.59

belt=0.16

boots=0.43

jacket=0.19

pants=0.68

jumper=0.32 wedges=0.13

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7: (a) Original photos (b) Pre-training map and (c) mCN-
N feature maps. The white colored areas correspond to the
predicted position of the clothing items. mCNN identifies
and locates more small clothing items (i.e., boots).

Dataset for location attribute learning. We compare our
LocationC with the Paper Doll [5] method. Both LocationC
and Paper Doll are trained on JO Train-1. In LocationC, x
is the Decaf CNN features described in Section 6.1. ca is
the detected clothing item, using our proposed mCNN. For
the Paper Doll method, x is the style features specifically
in terms of clothing design, and ca is the clothing item
scores. For both methods, we only use features extracted
from the foreground human area because we want to infer
the location attributes from the attire and not the scene. We
use mAP [42] as the evaluation metric.

Table 6 shows the top related clothing items for some of
the location attributes and the top related location attributes

for clothing items. On average, in recognizing the location
attributes, the mAP of our method (i.e., 0.72) outperforms
that of Paper Doll (i.e., 0.60). The correlation between loca-
tion attributes and clothing items is generated by the linear
parameter in f

lai
i (x, ca). As shown in Table 6, compared

with the results of Paper Doll, our relevant attributes are
more consistent with common sense. For example, in sum-
mer and scorching weather, people usually wear sunglasses;
we also wear boots during cold windy winter. However,
bikini tops and bodysuits are not frequently seen in win-
ter. The unsatisfactory results of Paper Doll are due to
its poor performance in recognizing small clothing items.
The advantage of our method demonstrates the mCNN-
SVM’s ability to describe the strong correlations between
the location and clothing attributes. Meanwhile, the accurate
recognition of clothing items contributes to the location
attribute learning.

6.2.3 Location-based clothing ranking
This experiment aims to evaluate the overall clothing-
location correlation as illustrated in Section 5.3. We make
use of the Journey Outfit Dataset for clothing-location corre-
lation learning (JO Train-2) and the location-based clothing
ranking (JO Test) for all of the methods. Given a location,
all of the clothing photos in the testing repository are
ranked according to the appropriateness score generated
by different approaches. We evaluate their performances
using Average Precision (AP), which is commonly used to
evaluate ranking systems [42]. We compared our proposed
method (mCNN-SVM) with several baseline methods:

1) Color Names [41] + SVM: it uses discriminative
color descriptors to rank the appropriateness for
locations;

2) Paper Doll [5] + SVM: it uses clothing style descrip-
tors based on pose detection together with clothing
parsing results and has been widely used in fashion
analysis [13], [44];

3) Magic Closet [4] (CNN feature + latentSVM): It uses
latent SVM [45], which takes clothing and location
attributes as latent variables and infers them through
the learning process.

We also analyze the contributions of different components
as proposed in Section. 5. The components include glob-
al appearance potential, clothing potential (individual and
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pairwise) and location potential. All of the methods using
different components are listed in Table. 7.

TABLE 7: Different components in clothing-location correla-
tion learning methods

Appearance Clothing Location
potential potential potential

Color Names [41] + SVM Xcolor [41] - -
Paper Doll [5] + SVM Xstyle [5] XPaper Doll [5] -

Magic Closet [4] Xvisual features XlatentSVM [4] XlatentSVM [4]

mCNN-SVM-1 Xvisual features - -
mCNN-SVM-2 Xvisual features XmCNN -
mCNN-SVM-3 Xvisual features - XLocationC
mCNN-SVM Xvisual features XmCNN XLocationC

The evaluation results for the clothing recommendations
by location are shown in Table 8. On average, the mCNN-
SVM outperforms the other methods by over 9.59-29.41%
in terms of mAP when ranking the appropriateness of
clothing for travel destinations. The poor performance of
Color Names, which explores the visual scenery, verifies
that the scenery is not the reason for the performance gain.
It is clear that without considering appropriate dress, visual
cues alone are inadequate to recommend satisfactory cloth-
ing. Though the Paper Doll method considers the clothing
items, its features are not discriminative enough to describe
the clothing-location correlations because it overlooks the
location aspects. Magic Closet is capable of learning the
correlations between location and clothing. However, there
is no guarantee of the reasonable semantic meaning of the
inferred latent attributes. Our method outperforms Magic
Closet because we explicitly describe the correlations based
on not only color features but also on a group of well-
defined location attributes (climate, attraction) and clothing
attributes (clothing item, color).
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 Color name [9] + SVM

 Paperdoll [28] + SVM

 Magic Closet [15] (visual feature + latentSVM)

 mCNN-SVM

Fig. 8: Comparison of Average Precision for location-
oriented clothing ranking on Journey Outfit Dataset.

We also present an empirical analysis to demonstrate
the contributions of each component of our approach in
Table 8. We find that by adding the location and clothing
attributes, the performance is better than when using the
visual features. This demonstrates that our selected mid-
level attributes serve as good bridges. Finally, adding all of
the attributes, the CNN-SVM generates the best results.

TABLE 8: Comparison of mAP for location-oriented clothing
ranking on Journey Outfit Dataset.

Color Names [41] + SVM 0.1389
Paper Doll [5] + SVM 0.3083

Magic Closet [4] (visual features + latentSVM) 0.3371

mCNN-SVM-1 (visual features) 0.2999
mCNN-SVM-2 (with clothing attributes) 0.3687
mCNN-SVM-3 (with location attributes) 0.3987
mCNN-SVM (with clothing, location attributes ) 0.4330

Figure 8 shows a comparison with the other methods
for each of the 14 locations. For example, in Snow Town,
the mCNN-SVM has a huge performance gain because it
is always cold during the travel season and the frequent-
ly appearing scenery is white snow, so the location at-
tributes (‘Climate:Season’, ‘Climate:Weather’, ‘Attraction:Type’)
show little variation. However, for a location such as the
‘Grand Canyon’, which has four distinct seasons suitable
for traveling, the intra-class variation for climate is greater.
Therefore, our approach is more suitable for locations with
distinct location attributes.

6.3 Case Study

In this section, we present an interesting case study on
location-oriented clothing recommendations to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our proposed approach. Now, let’s as-
sume that a young woman is preparing for a journey to
Sanya in China, which is renowned for its tropical climate
and sunny beaches. We will show how our proposed ap-
proach helps her to prepare her outfits. In particular, we
provide 1) clothing item recommendations, 2) dressing pair
recommendations, and 3) visual aesthetic recommendations.

Canyon
Dunhuang

Fig. 9: Examples of the recommended clothing items for 14
destinations. In each row, the darker the nodes, the more
appropriate the clothing items are for each destination.

Clothing item recommendations. By leveraging the pro-
posed mCNN-SVM, we can provide the best correlated
clothing items for a specific destination. Figure 9 shows
the frequently occurring items for 14 destinations based
on our mCNN-SVM, which reflects the exact correlations
between locations and clothing attributes and verifies the
rationality of this work. It is interesting that locations with
similar climates may suggest different outfits. For example,
though Angkor and Sanya are both hot places, in Angkor, it
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Fig. 10: The learned co-occurrence structure for ‘Sanya’. The
bolder the links are, the stronger the correlations. Different
pairs reflect different recommended dressing styles. For
example, ‘bikini top’ and ‘shorts’ is quite different from
‘sneakers’ and ‘jeans’.

is recommended that visitors wear a dress or jeans covering
the legs, while in Sanya, shorts and skirts are more typical.
For different locations, the most discriminative attributes
(climate or attraction) are different.

Since this woman is going to Sanya, it is appropriate
to wear a ‘romper’, ‘shorts’ and a ‘skirt’ according to our
approach. Why is a ‘bikini top’ less popular at such a
sunny beach? This is because Sanya is located in China, and
our approach has learned appropriate dress mostly from
conservative Chinese travelers. If you do not want to stick
out as a traveler, take our thoughtful advice and take a
‘romper’ to Sanya. Next, if the woman wants to go to Lugu
Lake, the proper clothing is a ‘cardigan’ and a ‘hat’.

Dressing pairs recommendation. We will further dis-
cuss how to match the selected clothing for your destina-
tion. Figure 10 shows the learned clothing co-occurrence
structure for Sanya. Different combinations of clothing items
reflect different dressing styles. As expected, our method
successfully assigns greater weights to the location-related
clothing pairs. For example, in Sanya, ‘romper’, ‘bag’ and
‘necklace’ are frequently seen. Moreover, users can choose
a dressing style that fits their own needs. For example, the
woman can choose the ‘bikini top’ and ‘shorts’ pair if she
is confident about her body shape or choose the ‘sneakers’
and ‘jeans’ pair if she does not want too much exposure.

Visual aesthetic recommendation. We believe that the
young woman has more than one pair of shorts; which
one should she take? Our approach has already learned the
main colors of Sanya and the majority of colors chosen for
clothing by travelers from the photos of Sanya, with the
top colors being shown in Figure 11. The woman can select
altogether 5 colors from the background and clothing colors
according to her preference. The system then automatically
maps different color combinations into 16 aesthetic effect
categories, using the methods in [46]. In Figure 11, the
aesthetic effect is represented as a two-dimensional space
(warm-cool and hard-soft), where each point in the space
corresponds to a five color combination [47]. For example,

Chiangmai 
Canyon 

Dunhuang 
Nepal 
Paris 

Sanya 
Snow Town 

Tibet 
Xihu 

Lugu Lake Oia 
Chaka Salt Lake 

Angkor 
Kyoto 

Chiangmai 
Canyon 

Dunhuang 
Nepal 
Paris 

Sanya 
Snow Town 

Tibet 
Xihu 

Lugu Lake Oia 
Chaka Salt Lake 

Angkor 
Kyoto 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Fig. 11: Color recommendations. The most frequent back-
ground colors and clothing colors identified are listed for
each location. Users can select clothing color combinations
according to their personal tastes. For example, there are
three combinations shown in example photos for Sanya rep-
resenting ‘youthful and sporty’, ‘clear’, and ‘gentlewoman’.

if the woman chooses the yellow blouse and the blue back-
ground, it gives a ‘youthful and sporty’ feeling. Therefore,
our aesthetic guidance is not only based on a data-driven
method but also obeys aesthetic rules in accordance with
users’ preferences.

Through these three steps, we can help this young wom-
an be the most fashionable woman on her trip.

7 CONCLUSION

Recommending location-oriented clothing is an interesting
and novel task. This paper is the first to study the correlation
between clothing and location automatically using online
travel photos. We propose a hybrid mCNN-SVM approach,
which is classic and effective at improved attribute extrac-
tion and explicitly formulates correlations. A benchmark
dataset for location-oriented clothing recommendations is
proposed. We further provide a location-oriented clothing
recommendation in three steps, giving the answers to what
items to wear, how to match items and how to dress in
an aesthetically pleasing manner. Our method has great
extensibility and can support clothing recommendations for
new locations that are not in the training dataset because the
well-defined location attributes provide an efficient method
for measuring the similarity between locations. In the future,
we will enlarge the Journey Outfit Dataset in order to in-
vestigate sophisticated deep learning methods for learning
clothing-location correlations.
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